
Smarter Management  
for Smart Connected  
Devices

Rejlers Fleet Manager is a complete solution for 
management and optimization of field based assets 
such as liquid or gas containers, field transport 
vessels, vehicles, instruments or tools.



In our business visibility to 
location and status of our 
containers was crucial to offer 
better service to our clients.

Rejlers Fleet Manager is a complete 
solution for management of field based 
assets such as liquid or gas containers, 
transport vessels, vehicles, instruments  
or tools.

Industry and technology independent  
solution for any fleet management needs 

Rapid time-to-market with fast  
customization and implementation

Various sensor connectivity options,  
such as temperature, pressure etc

Rejlers expert support for both technical  
and application area expertise.
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Monitor the position and status of 
connected device on your desktop  
or a mobile device
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Any application where location and device 
status can be used to optimize the utilization 
rate, service interval or other measure of 
performance, e.g. containers, vessels, field 
equipment, mobile systems, vehicles or others.

Providing both mobile and web-based 
applications, it allows users to optimize the 
productivity of their equipment with one  
easy-to-use and rapid-to-operate system.

Advantages

Accelerate  
your Fleet

Target ApplicationOptimize
Optimize the utilization rate, 
productivity and service intervals 
of field based systems using 
state-of-the-art data analytics

Delivery scope
  Digital concept determination

  User story definition

  Data integration architecture

  Data model planning

  Analytics tool configuration

  System connectivity and integration 

  Web Portal and mobile  

application Implementation

  System maintenance and training



Finland:  rejlers.fi +358 207 520 700

Sweden: rejlers.se +46 771 78 00 00

Norge:  rejlers.no +47 958 230 00

rejlersaccelerated.com 


